Peter Petri is a professional map maker. He makes extraordinarily beautiful and useful maps. *Glacier Country* portraits the Flathead Valley and vicinity in a full color wall map allowing users to explore the features of Glacier National Park, the Bob Marshall Wilderness, and surrounding areas. *Big Sky Country* captures a satellite image of the entire state of Montana on a beautiful summer day. *Many Valley Country* allows users to explore the Lewis and Clark trail and numerous river valleys and mountain ranges in southwestern Montana and eastern Idaho.

My personal favorites are the maps of the Flathead Watershed he developed and graciously contributed to the *Flathead Watershed Sourcebook.*

Mobile Logistics Mapping has worked with other Montana watershed projects such as the Yaak Valley Forest Council’s Headwaters Project. Peter specializes in bringing affordable information management and presentation solutions to small organizations with limited resources. Mobile LoGISTics Mapping provides Windows programming, database, and Internet services to complement its digital cartography, geospatial analysis, and advanced image processing solutions.

2010 marks nearly 20 years of building tools, manipulating data, and telling stories. Peter has made a great contribution to the land and lives of citizens in the Flathead Watershed.